Morristown Historic Preservation Commission

MINUTES of June 8, 2017

The meeting was called to order at 7:05 pm

Attendance: C. Barkin, J. Dykema, M. Harris, E. Huhn, K. Miller

The minutes of May 11, 2017 were reviewed and approved without change.

The Peck School plans were approved on June 7th with M. Harris involved. The Board placed some conditions per our request, including no red stone will be used and the metal gate posts are worth saving and are to be relocated and incorporated into the new fence design. Maker space door will be re-visited. Bus shelters are still Under discussion. Screening is planned for neighbors. Use of white for bus shelter poles will now be grey.

45 Market Street, our comments about it being too big and the design a bit monotonous were accepted and under review by the Redevelopment authority.

88 MLK, the old hospital/Atlantic Rehab, and Colgate are three projects where we will be working in concert with the Morris Township HPC because the properties cross municipal boundaries.

51 Bank Street was proposed as a dance studio but now will be a restaurant.

Beer Garden is moving forward.

The new owner of DeHarty’s will be moving the home again to Catherine Lane.

We should collect our records and build an archive that can be stored at Town Hall to include agendas, minutes and reviews.

M. Harris working with Grassroots NY Historic Districts Council to obtain info that will be of use to local HPCs. She plans to it upload to the MCTHP website.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:50pm

Next meeting: July 13, 2017 at 7 pm in Room 201, Morristown Town Hall

Respectfully submitted by: C. Barkin (secretary)